
10 cm
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Oiled Oak
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Oiled Walnut
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Black
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Colonial

04
White

Pigmented Oak

09
Chrome
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Powder

coated black
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Like to keep up with trends without changing the 
hole bed every time?
Simply give you the opportunity to change fabric and 
color whenever you like.
We offer a wide selection of fabrics and colors that 
helps to give your bedroom a new, fresh and trendy 
look.
The bed covers are available in several heights to fit 
you bed in 140, 160 or 180 cm wide.
(standard is 200cm long but 210 is also available)

Make your bed complete with a loose cover head-
board, our headboard is fitted with a metal bar for 
easy montage directly on the wall.
Simply headboard is also available in 140,160 or 180 
wide.

Do you like to have a new bed at the same time?
Our simply bed is made in a white bolster fabric, just 
pick your fabric and its done!

FRAME
All structural parts of the frame are made of spruce 
and massive wood. We leave 10 years garanti on 
fram braking.

CONTINENTAL
The ambition is to create an affordable bed with very 
nice pressure relief and comfort. The bed has a lower 
core of bonell and an upper core of 5-zone pocket 
spring, soft touch, with 270 springs per m2 - medium 
or firm and edge-reinforced sides. The progressive 
pocket springs provide a good pressure relief adapted 
to the user's body weight. The bed's progressive 
mattress gives the user a sense of weightlessness.

We recommend a change of topper mattress every 
third to fifth year for best comfort and hygiene.

TOP  MATTRESS
High resistance foam 40 
kg. Thickness 4 or 7 cm. 
Hardness medium.
Lazy foam 60 kg, 96 
newton. Thickness 4 or 7 
cm. Hardness medium.
Latex 60 kg, 25% latex. Thickness 4 or 7 cm. 
Hardness medium.
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width•depth•height
180•200•73

CONTINENTAL 180 LC
Art. Code:1863-0000

CONTINENTAL 160 LC
Art. Code: 1862-0000

width•depth•height
160•200•73

CONTINENTAL 140 LC
Art. Code:1861-0000

width•depth•height
140•200•73

width•depth•height
160•8•130

160
Art. Code: 1793-0000

width•depth•height
140•8•130

140
Art. Code: 1792-0000

width•depth•height
180•8•130

180
Art. Code: 1794-0000

HEADBOARDS

width•depth
180•200

180160

width•depth
160•200

140

width•depth
140•200

TOP MATTRESS
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Measurments may vary +/-3%, depending on the choice of upholstery and combination. 


